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President’s Report
It has been a very busy start for the field in 2019. The altered NHMRC due dates, while
offering opportunities, has extended the often stressful grant writing period. Hopefully the
middle of the year will provide some respite. Uncertainty around funding for reproductive
biology, and notably the basic-discovery aspects of reproductive biology, is one of the biggest
challenges for the field. In an attempt to increase the opportunities for reproductive
biologists within the Ideas Grant Scheme, but more importantly the Medical Research Future
Fund (MRFF) schemes, SRB is attempting to lift the visibility of reproductive biology in all of
its guises. You will hopefully have noticed the increased frequency of Tweets from the
@ReproductionSRB under the direction of Kelly Walton, who holds the public relations
portfolio on council. Please sign up to receive these Tweets and forward them on. I’ve been
surprised many times by where they end up and the effect they can have. This is of course
something we need your help with. If any members have good news story, we can send them
out for you. Please contact myself or Kelly to make this happen.

“In an attempt to increase the opportunities for reproductive biologists…….
SRB is attempting to lift the visibility of reproductive biology in all of its
guises”

SRB Newsletter
November 2019

As an extension of this strategy I, in my capacity as SRB president, have
been involved in discussions internationally and nationally to increase the
awareness of, and the benefits of, investing in male fertility research –
whether it be human medicine, agriculture, conservation biology or basic
cell biology, genetics or biochemistry. This is a multi-pronged approach
aimed at multiple governments, funding agencies and philanthropic
bodies. Please keep your eyes open for a call to action, review articles
and opportunities to engage. The data on the benefits of doing this are
compelling, and it feels like an exciting time. Any such funding should not
of course come at the expense of funding to other areas of reproductive
biology. The council sees this approach as chapter 1 of a multi chapter
strategy. Input from SRB members will be enthusiastically received.



President’s Report, continued
I am delighted to announce that the 2020 meeting will be held in Christchurch, New
Zealand, November 1-4th. This “Return to Christchurch” will be an important event for
the society and a great way to demonstrate our respect and support for the exceptional
reproduction research that happens in New Zealand. To get the ball rolling, the council
has approved the waiving of membership fees for all New Zealand members for the 2019
and 2020 calendar years. As Australian based members, we can sometimes forget that it
costs a little extra for New Zealand members to attend the annual conference. We also
suspect SRB is missing out on hearing about the great research that is happening across
New Zealand. Please promote this opportunity to your friends and colleagues.

More immediately, the society owes great thanks to Andrew Pask (University of
Melbourne) and John Schjenken (recently moved to the University of Newcastle) as our
Program Organising Committee co-chairs, who have pulled together an excellent
program for the 2019 SRB meeting – see their report page 17. The logistics are coming
together well and it promises to be a great meeting. As always, it is a pleasure to work
with ESA.
SEE YOU IN SYDNEY AUGUST 18-21.
Moira O’Bryan

Christchurch, New Zealand, home of the SRB 2020 conference 

...and its free membership for those in the land of the long white cloud



Comin’ up
SRB 2019 Annual Conference:

ESA-SRB-AOTA 2019
18-21 August:

Prof. William Rawlinson
Prof. Grant Montgomery
Dr. Nicole McPherson
Prof. Eva Dimitriadis
Dr. Tracey Edgell
Dr. Alex Harvey
Dr. Lachlan Moldenhauer
Prof. Peter Koopman
Dr. Jessica Dunleavy
Prof. Chris O’Neill
Prof. Amanda Sferruzzi-Perri
Dr. Gordon Refshauge

Dr. Belinda Henry
Dr. Jeremy Smith
Dr. Jo James
Bob Monash
Dr. Kirsty Walters
Dr. Zamira Gibb

HEAR FROMPresidents Lecture
Prof. Brett Nixon

Founders Lecture
Prof. Linda Giudice

ESA-SRB plenary
Dr. Jane Girling,

SRB-SRF exchange
Dr. Paul McKeegan

SRB-SSR exchange
Prof. Daniel Bernard



Treasurer’s Report
Treasurer’s Report
Jane Girling
May 2019

Accounts for the financial year 2018-2019
The Society’s financial position remains healthy with investments quietly ticking up in 
the right direction, despite a period of volatility last year.  As at 30 April 2019, our equity 
totals $447,301 (relative to $424,138 at the same time last year).  

Student Travel Grants and Early Career Research Registration Subsidies
Make sure you take advantage of the generous conference support grants available to 
students and early career researchers.  Applications are due on June 7th 

(http://srb.org.au/main-menu/travel-grants-and-awards/). 

Membership fees for 2018-2019
Don’t forget to renew your membership fees!  Why not invite a colleague to join as well? 

New Regular SRB Membership - $150
Renewal of Regular SRB Membership - $130
Regular 3 Year SRB Membership - $350
New Student SRB Membership - $60
Renewal of Student Membership - $45
Student 2 Year Membership - $80
Student 3 Year Membership - $120
New Professional Membership* - $120
Renewal of Professional Membership - $105
Professional Member 3 Year Membership - $310
Age-retired Membership - $40
Age-retired 3 Year Membership - $65
Overseas Membership (excludes New Zealand) - $60

Looking forward to seeing you all in August. 
Ngā mihi
Jane Girling
Treasurer

Dr Jane Girling
(BSc, Hons, PhD)



From Academia to Industry: This is my story
Dr. Brian Hood, former manager, GE Healthcare     

The decision to go for my PhD was an easy one, and with hindsight, one of the best
decisions I could have made. The decision to pursue a career in industry was also made in
the first year of my PhD studies – 1998. I had stumbled into a dream project with Roger
Truscott. Tremendous results and a publication came quickly. However, that first year also
demonstrated the challenges of an academic career – job security, contract uncertainty,
grants, teaching...

“The decision to go for my PhD was an easy one, and with hindsight, one of the best 
decisions I could have made”

If you are thinking the same way as I did – it is important you make that decision early. I
was told several times that I would not have had the job or career if I had pursued post-
doctoral work. To an extent I agree with this. Be clear with your goals and pursue them to
best of your ability. At the time, University of Wollongong offered free management
subjects for PhD students.
Life in industry is not for everyone – often there is too much travel, demands are high.
Your success is built on consistently achieving targets and deadlines, as are exceptional
communication skills – both verbal and written. I think your ultimate success in any career
you eventually choose requires these skills.
Working in industry can be tremendously rewarding. I was fortunate enough to work with
amazing scientists in my early career utilising what was learnt at uni - helping them get
their next breakthrough. Meeting and connecting with people daily was tremendously
satisfying. Later, I was fortunate to received a corporate MBA through superb management
training with GE which led to bigger roles.
It all started with a PhD – providing me with the critical thinking, analysis, research, writing
and presentation skills to take on any task or challenge!

Dr. Brian Hood. My Move from Academia to Industry – Challenges, Opportunities and Lessons Learnt

Brian Hood studied at UoW from 1993 to 2001, earning his
B.MedChem and PhD through the Department of
Chemistry. In 2001, he joined Amersham Biosciences (later
becoming GE Healthcare). He held various roles in close to
15 years with the company. His early career was largely
focussed on technical support, sales and marketing across
ever larger territory through ANZ and across Asia. In 2008
he took a global role based in Sweden before returning in
2010 to take on the Managing Director role for ANZ.



Secretary’s Report
Secretary’s Report November 2018

Now that you have survived the new even longer grant writing season, it’s time to get
back to your much-neglected inbox, crack on with some research and submit conference
abstracts! Hopefully top of your list is ensuring you are all set for the SRB conference
abstract deadline, which is fast approaching. Our new POC have been working hard on
putting together a fantastic program. In addition, this year, we are holding a pre-
conference Endometriosis Workshop - check out the list of great speakers and topics
http://esa-srb.org.au/srb-endometriosis-workshop/. Don’t forget to also apply for the
huge number of awards, including the Brian Setchell Visiting Lecturer Award and ECR
Collaborative Travel awards that are open later in the year. These are a great for your CV!
You will also have received the call for nominations to be a Life member or Fellow of the
Society. Please do take this chance to encourage or nominate colleagues to apply. We
have some excellent members who thoroughly deserve recognition for their
contributions to our Society and research field. To find out more information look on our
website or feel free to contact Shaun Roman, Moira O’Bryan or myself. We look forward
to receiving your nominations!

Importantly, it is election time again, maybe not as big as this year’s general election, but
certainly one with far better candidates and initiatives!! I hope you have already voted
the four ordinary members to be on the SRB Council from 2019-2022.

http://esa-srb.org.au/srb-endometriosis-workshop/


Secretary’s Report, continued
SRB Council 2018/19
In the next few weeks, I will be asking you to jump online to vote, so look out for your
chance to select the next SRB council members! All new Council members will take up
their positions after the Annual General Meeting in August 2019 for a period of just over
three years, due to the annual meeting moving to a new end of October/beginning of
November slot, as of next year! We are also seeking new ECR and Student
representatives, so please start thinking about whether you would like to be nominated
or whether you have someone in mind who would be a great ECR/Student Rep.

Upcoming reproductive conferences
2019 Gordon Conferences on Fertilization (USA)
2020 International Congress on Animal Reproduction (ICAR; Italy)

Finally, a reminder to check out the SRB website for links to several upcoming
reproductive conferences and courses, including the 2019 Gordon Conference on
Fertilisation in the USA and the 2020 International Congress on Animal Reproduction
(ICAR) in Italy. A remind that if you would like to promote any upcoming reproductive
biology events/conferences, staff or PhD adverts or matters that you think our
membership would like to hear about, please send me an email
societyreproductivebiology@gmail.com and I can arrange for the information to be
distributed.

Thanks everyone and see you in Sydney!
Mark Green
SRB Secretary

mailto:societyreproductivebiology@gmail.com


Australian Research Council

Struggling for Success?
Here's 10 tips to improve your chance with the grant panel

1) Remember who the College of Experts are – intelligent researchers from
outside of your field are often over-worked. Make their job as easy as possible. This
will mean making every attempt to explain specialist terminology and relevance. The
College of Experts’ score constitutes at least 50% of the total score.

2) Easy to read grants are more likely to be funding – use short sentences,
diagrams and headings and get someone to proof read the grant before submitting.
Sloppy grants suggest your research will also lack rigour.

3) Ask an important question and make the grant interesting – how will your
research make Australia a better place to live?

4) Make the first page really punchy – the reality is, the College of Expert members
have 100s of grants to read. If you haven’t caught their attention by the end of page 1,
you certainly won’t have by page 10.

5) Applied outcomes are a positive – all grants will lead to papers. What makes
your papers extra special? Will your grant improve agricultural outcomes? Will it
mean Australia can do things smarter or faster?

6) Preliminary data is good and collaborations are important – preliminary data
speaks to feasibility. Risk can be offset by the inclusion of AIs or key collaborators
who are expert in the area. The College understand that not all key collaborators can
be CIs because of grant number limits. Collaboration is a specified part of the scoring
matrix.

7) Medical grants will get thrown out – the ARC funds basic and applied research,
not clinical research. The extensive use of humans or human samples will raise red
flags. Long term human relevance is fine.

8) The ARC take career breaks seriously – describe any breaks simply and help to
quantitate what the break meant to your career and CV.

9) Include metrics – unlike the NHMRC, the ARC College of Experts like metrics. Use
them to illustrate the quality of your research. If you don’t have one already, set up a
Google Scholar page.

10) Justify your budget – this means explaining why an experiment must be done,
not just how much it will cost to be done.



Comin’ up

Did you know?
SRB supports Equity, Diversity and Inclusion
SRB is committed to addressing gender equity, supporting inclusion and
improving diversity within the society and at the meetings we run. We
now have our EDI policy up on the website so that members can
download it, and we will be updating it on a regular basis. Tu’uhevaha
Kaitu’u-Lino is the EDI Custodian in 2019 and will report back to
members via the SRB newsletter after the annual meeting.

If you have any requests to support your needs at the annual meeting,
please note this when registering, or contact the POC directly (Andy
Pask or John Schjenken).



Know your stars
Early careers advice
from Jess.

SRB ECR News
You voted and the results are in… the topic of the SRB/ESA ECR Forum 2019 will be ‘Resilience in 
research’, stay tuned for more info to come soon!
The ECR led RFD annual review will take place again this year, details to be announced soon.

Meet Dr Jessica Dunleavy from Monash University…

1. What has been your most exciting discovery in the lab?
Not so much a discovery, but we have recently adapted techniques used in neurobiology, for the 
live imaging of brain slices, to allow us to live image spermatogenesis for the first time! Going 
forward this is going to allow us to study cytoskeletal dynamics during spermatid differentiation 
in real time – which is really exciting.

2. Why did you choose a career in research?
I have always been obsessed with learning, so scientific research was a natural progression, and 
I always found reproductive biology incredibly fascinating. In a more practical way, I was really 
drawn to the variety in the day-to-day aspects of a research career. I don’t like routine, so the 
constant switching between different experiments, writing papers, teaching students etc. and 
the ever evolving nature of science keeps me interested.

3. Why do you think reproduction is so important?
Reproductive health sets the foundations for a healthy life and is absolutely essential for the 
ongoing transgenerational health of human and animal populations. We are also realising more 
and more that during a person's life, fertility functions as a 'canary in the coal mine' for an 
individual's overall health.  

4. What would you tell budding researchers about a career in science?
Surrounding yourself with good mentors is absolutely essential – when choosing somewhere to 
do a PhD or a PostDoc a good supervisor is almost as important as the actual research project.

5. If you could have any super power, what would it be?
Teleportation – you could always skip traffic and effortlessly globe-trot! 

Get to know the emerging stars of Reproduction with ‘Interview with 
an ECR’



MEET OUR REPRODUCTIVE CHAMPION ……
Dr Alison Care
(Robinson Institute, University of Adelaide)

Alison is a current Heart Foundation Future Leader Fellow, and
the 2018 recipient of the Newcastle Reproduction Emerging
Research Leader Award from the Society for Reproductive
Biology!

Alison’s current research focuses on the pregnancy
complication, PREECLAMPSIA, which affects 4 million women
each year, and leads to significant morbidity and mortality for
affected mothers and their infants. Women and their offspring
also have an increased risk of developing cardiovascular
disease following a preeclamptic pregnancy.

Alison’s team seeks to determine if specialised immune cells,
known as regulatory T cells, can be used to overcome the
poor blood vessel function seen in preeclampsia and improve
pregnancy outcomes.
Find out more about Alison here:

@alison_care
https://researchers.adelaide.edu.au/profile/alison.care

David Healy award report
by Jessica Walters

The 2019 Fertility conference was a fascinating conference to attend filled with a variety of
interesting and informative talks. Stand outs began with the first speaker Gerasimos
Tzortzatos outlining his research success concerning the transplantation of donated uteri.
This work allowed patients in need to achieve clinical pregnancies. Other highlights included
the SSR/SRF exchange lecture by Karen Schindler on Aurora kinases regulating meiosis in
oocytes, Chris Faulkes surrounding the reproductive life of the naked mole rate and Darren
Croft providing a unique insight into the reproductive life and dynamics of a killer whale
family. The Bob Edwards memorial lecture presented by Barry Bavister was also a
fascinating, as an important history of the initial research stages of IVF was narrated
eloquently. Importantly another wonderful session within this conference was
the SRF early careers session run by Michelle Johnson and Rebecca
Sumner which provided invaluable advice on how to navigate through
your PhD and understand the job pathways that are available. Overall
this conference was a truly exciting event to attend and I am
extremely appreciative to have been provided with the opportunity
to present my own work to an international audience

Alison also loves
hiking and walks
on the beach with
her puppy Jasper!

https://researchers.adelaide.edu.au/profile/alison.care


SRB’s feature story on A/Prof 
Tu’uhevaha Kaitu’u-Lino
reached 1650 people on 
Facebook!

SRB will soon be easily accessible via 
your smartphone! 

The SRB website is currently being 
redeveloped to be more user friendly and 

compatible with hand-held devices.
If you have some captivating images we 

could use for our new site please send them 
through to Kelly.walton@monash.edu

Communications Officer Report (Kelly Walton, PhD)

Increase your research profile on social media! Did you know 
SRB has over 1500 followers on Twitter and Facebook? SRB can help 
to promote your research profile – follow us on social media!



Communications Officer Report (Kelly Walton, PhD)

Professor Paul Willis

“Engage the world with the stories of
your research – it’s not as hard as you
think …let us show you how”
This year at the SRB Annual meeting, we will be
running a 1 hour workshop to upskill our SRB
community on media engagement and science
outreach.
The workshop will be delivered by Prof Paul
Willis. Paul is a former presenter on ABC TV's
Catalyst program, a palaeontologist and career
science communicator.

SRB goes to Parliament House!
Two SRB representatives will be attending
Science Meets Parliament in August 2019.
Drs Kelly Walton and Amy Winship will
promote the importance of investing in
reproductive biology for the future health of all
Australians.

Do you have a research success story you would like to share? 
Contact Kelly.walton@monash.edu
Follow SRB on Twitter                @ReproductionSRB

mailto:Kelly.walton@monash.edu
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Hello SRB student members! 

ARE YOU READY FOR SRB 2019 IN SYDNEY?!

We hope you are all busy getting together your abstracts for this year’s 
meeting! It’s always inspiring to see how passionate and enthusiastic our 
fellow student members are and we are excited to see what this year’s 
meeting holds for all of us!

A FEW THINGS YOU NEED TO KNOW:

1. The student meeting will now be held on Wednesday the 21st of August. 
- We are excited to see you all there for another great meeting!

2. A new student representative will be voted in at this year’s meeting!
- If you are interested in advocating for your fellow student members as well as 

getting to be more involved in lovely community of supportive and enthusiastic 
reproductive biology scientists, then this is something you should start thinking 
about!

- Don’t be afraid to nominate yourself! In fact, it is encouraged!
- You will need to be a member of SRB and have at least 2 years left of your PhD and 

be committed to holding this position on the SRB council for a 2-year term. 

3. Lookout for our Facebook poll!
- Very soon we will be holding a poll to see which of our ideas, for both the student 

meeting and the meeting of the minds, you want to see at SRB this year!
- Your vote counts so make sure you check this out on SRB’s Facebook page! 

As always if you have any suggestions about how we can make the student functions work for 
you, please feel free to contact us!

Your friendly student reps,

Saije and Sarah

Contact:
Saije.Morosin@uon.edu.au
Sarah.Moody@hudson.org.au

mailto:Saije.Morosin@uon.edu.au
mailto:Sarah.Moody@hudson.org.au


Membership secretary report
Don’t forget that SRB offers many opportunities to help you with conference and
collaborative travel. These include the Brian Setchell Visiting Lecturer Award (previously
called Visiting Lecturer award) offered twice each year. The next opportunity to apply
will be late November 2019 for travel in the first half of 2020. The SRB ECR collaborative
travel award is also available, offered once per year, closing end October.

SRB recently ran a targeted membership drive with the aim of increasing the number of
New Zealand-based SRB members. As a result we now welcome 24 new members and
look forward to seeing them in Sydney in 2019 and Christchurch in 2020!

Jo Bowles

Jo Bowles
On membership



Natalie Hannan - Brian Setchell
Visiting Lecturer Award 

I wish to thank the SRB on awarding me the SRB Visiting Lecturer Award 2018, supporting
me to attend the eminent international meeting for pregnancy hypertension and
preeclampsia research the International Society for the Study of Hypertension in
Pregnancy (ISSHP) scientific meeting in Amsterdam in October last year. This award also
supported my travel to the United Kingdom, where I was invited to present my research
at the University of Liverpool, Oxford University and Oxford Nanopore Technologies Ltd.
I presented my work in an oral communication at the ISSHP meeting. This was a fantastic
opportunity for me to present my recent findings at this very important international
meeting. Furthermore, after my presentation I have gained a lot of interest in my work, as
well as further future invitations to both present my work and convene workshops at
future meetings.

The support from this award also enabled me to take up an invitation from Dr Dharani
Hapangama (University of Liverpool) and Dr Manu Vatish (University of Oxford) to visit
their Departments and present my work in a seminar. This was a fantastic opportunity,
enabling me to meet and discuss my work with Dr Hapangama and her colleagues, and Dr
Vatish and his colleagues there is now exciting opportunities to collaborate on models of
disease and preclinical assessment of novel therapeutics with these teams.
Additionally this award helped me to visit with Oxford Nanopore Technologies Ltd. This is
an exciting link, that will allow me to utilize new sequencing methods to develop point of
care diagnostic tests for infections in pregnant women. The opportunity to meet and
discuss the technology was extremely valuable and will have longterm benefits to my
research in this area.
The opportunity provided by this travel has enhanced and developed important
networks, this will benefit my research and career development.



Program Organising Committee
Professor Brett Nixon – SRB President’s lecture

In 2001, Brett returned to the University of Newcastle and has since established a 
research program focusing on the molecular basis of mammalian gamete interaction. He 
is particularly interested in driving applied outcomes to help improve the diagnosis and 
treatment of male infertility and to inform the development of novel contraceptive 
strategies.

Dr Jane Girling – ESA SRB joint plenary speaker

In collaborative research with colleagues in Australia, she is examining the metabolic
profile and lesion phenotype in those with endometriosis with the goal of identifying
characteristics that may assist clinicians with treatment decisions. Jane also has an
interest in the impact of menstrual pain and heavy bleeding on individuals and their
families, and how we can better assist young women to live a full and happy life.

Beyond 2019
At the conclusion of the 2019 meeting, our thoughts will shift to the program for 2020.
We would like to invite SRB members to contact us by email or just have a chat with us in
Sydney with any suggestions for the program moving forward.
See you all in Sydney
Andy (a.pask@unimelb.edu.au)
John (john.schjenken@newcastle.edu.au)

Brett Nixon obtained his PhD in 1999 from the University
of Newcastle and the Vertebrate Biocontrol CRC. He then
undertook post-doctoral research in the Department of
Cell Biology, Emory University, GA, USA (1999-2000)
centred on the characterisation of knockout mouse
models bearing targeted deletions of key proteins involved
in gamete interactions

Jane Girling is a researcher working in the Department of
Anatomy at the University of Otago. She joined the
Department after nearly 20 years working in Australia, most
recently as a Senior Research Fellow in the Gynaecology
Research Centre at the University of Melbourne and Royal
Women’s Hospital. Her research interests are in uterine
biology and women’s health, with a particular focus on the
common gynaecological disease endometriosis.

mailto:a.pask@unimelb.edu.au
mailto:john.schjenken@newcastle.edu.au


Become a Fellow

Applications are now being called for election to the status of 
‘Fellow of the Society for Reproductive Biology’, 2019.
This is a prestigious award that enhances the standing of both 
recipient and the Society, and has been created to recognise the high 
standing of certain SRB members in the reproductive biology 
community.
Do you know someone who should join this list of high achieving 
contributors the society and the field: http://www.srb.org.au/main-
menu/srb-fellows/ ?
Encourage them to apply now.

Applicants should familiarize themselves with the ‘Specifications for 
Fellows of the Society for Reproductive Biology’ (available 
at: http://www.srb.org.au/career-development/fellows-of-the-
society-for-reproductive-biology-how-to-apply/) and applications 
should follow the format detailed therein. Applications should be 
submitted as a single PDF to shaun.roman@newcastle.edu.au by 
close of business on Friday June 14th, 2019. No late applications will 
be considered. If you do not receive an acknowledgment that your 
application has been safely received within two working days of 
submission, contact Shaun Roman. All applications are reviewed by 
six senior SRB members and successful applicants will be announced 
at the Conference Dinner during the Annual Meeting.

For all enquiries, contact:
Shaun Roman (shaun.roman@newcastle.edu.au 02 4921 6818)
Moira O'Bryan (moira.obryan@monash.au; 03 9905 5650).

http://www.srb.org.au/main-menu/srb-fellows/
http://www.srb.org.au/career-development/fellows-of-the-society-for-reproductive-biology-how-to-apply/
mailto:shaun.roman@newcastle.edu.au
mailto:shaun.roman@newcastle.edu.au
mailto:moira.obryan@monash.au
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